Helping customers achieve
Sustainable Security Solutions.

Our Mission
The EITS mission is to “To understand each customer’s unique needs, guide them
toward the right security investments, and provide the best possible professional
services to defend their people and data.”

Our People
EITS believes the key to maximizing security investments
is the right professional services (PEOPLE) supporting
the assessment, design, deployment, and long-term
enablement. EITS puts a heavy focused on manufacturers’
certifications in order to deploy best-of-breed security
solutions across the industry. It is the people who make
the difference when it comes to any product or service,
and our mission is to ensure we have the right people to
best enable our customers’ security programs.

What We Do
Security - we “do” security, and we do it well. For the technically minded, following
SANS Controls provides a solid foundation for a secure infrastructure. Our service
offerings align and address these controls, ensuring a cohesive, all-encompassing
solution that is not only achievable, but sustainable.

Inventory Hardware

Configuration Management
Unmanaged Systems

Inventory Software

Boundary Defense

Configuration Management
Managed Systems

Data Protection

Vulnerability Management

Controlled Access Based on
Need to Know

Identity & Access Management

Wireless Access Control

SIEM / MDR

Account Monitoring & Control

Email / Web Browser Protection

Skills Assessment & Training

Malware Defense

Application Software Security

Control of Network Ports,
Protocols & Apps

Incident Response
Management

Recovery Capabilities

Penetration Testing & Red
Team Exercises
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Security Services Tailored to Fit Your Needs
EITS utilizes SOAR technologies to enable organizations to collect and aggregate vast amounts of security data and alerts
from a wide range of sources. This helps to build automated processes to respond to security events and standardize
threat detection and remediation procedures.
Deliver better quality intelligence

Enhance incident response

Improve the efficiency and efficacy of operations

Streamline reporting and knowledge capture

Asset & Application Inventory

Firewall Health Check

We typically find a large number of unknown devices on the

EITS utilizes best practices, observes the types of traffic,

network such as printers, cameras, sensors, thermostats, and

and works with customers to understand existing network

production equipment. Understanding these devices and

security topology. This brings visibility to opportunities for

their security posture is fundamental to any organization’s

improvement, prioritizes them, and enables structured

successful risk mitigation.

remediation

Assessment & Enablement

Endpoint Protection

EITS assesses each customer’s current security controls,

Most organizations are not decrypting traffic to enable firewalls

support-ing processes, skills base and potential risks/areas

or SIEM to perform inspection, leaving end users vulnerable.

for improvement, utilizing assessors with skillsets key to the

Endpoint solutions are a great front-line defense but require fine

industry and/or specific compliance requirements of the

tuning. Our team brings hands on experience that can help you

customer.

identify the right solution for your unique needs.

Identity & Access Management

Vulnerability & Patch Management

We typically find a large number of unknown devices on the

Vulnerability management consists of identifying, classifying,

network such as printers, cameras, sensors, thermostats, and

prioritizing, remediating, and mitigating” software vulnerabilities,

production equipment. Understanding these devices and

a process requiring continuous development and improvement.

their security posture is fundamental to any organization’s

EITS can assess where your vulnerability management program is

successful risk mitigation.

today, and tailor fit the right solutions.

Pen Testing & Red Team Exercises

Network Segmentation & Inspection

EITS has a proven process for assisting customers to test

This service helps identify critical apps holding secure

their current security posture, providing feedback intended to

data and the underlying systems that power and access

deliver, rank, and prioritizing findings in an actionable report,

them, ensuring traffic passes through security inspection

complete with evidence.

investments and then monitoring traffic and building granular
application level (layer 7) rules.

Application Security

SOAR: Security Orchestration,
Automation, and Response

Our team can fill the need for hybrid cross skill sets between

Automatic handling of security operations-related tasks

development/coding and security, ensuring security

without human intervention is crucial to maximize siloed

is embedded in all states of the SDLC from design to

technologies. Our team can help you build or leverage API’s to

deployment.

achieve automation.
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Security Threats Are Constantly Evolving
Maintaining a best practices security posture and staying up-to-date on the latest attacks is the proactive approach to
protecting your organization.

SEIM/MDR

Data Protection & Recovery

We believe maximizing your SIEM/MDR requires integration

Using automated industry leading tools, we enable

between the variety of security controls. From Network Access

identification of sensitive data ensuring we can build the right

Control, to Privileged Access Management, down to our Data

process and technologies to protect it long term. Approaching

Loss Prevention solution (DLP), our ability enable our SIEM/

recovery as all or none is expensive, but instead, identify what

MDR with the right data is key.

is critical, ensure a short term, and long-term, strategy to
recovery and save your resources.

Prevent Insider Threat

Partner Network

Insider threats often target data such as customer contacts

EITS consistantly studies and tests the latest
technologies in the market to ensure we offer
customers the best-of-breed solutions. Below is
our partner network:

from sales management tools, or code for e-commerce sites
prior to launch. EITS can assist in defining processes for
who needs access, what access levels, and what is normal
functionality for those users. Identifying normal is key to
recognizing abnormal activity.

Configurations Security Standards
Bad actors search for low hanging fruit like default settings,
which they exploit and change. We depend on configuration
management endpoints to default settings that introduce
vulnerabilities, but more importantly, build process to identify
and notify when these default settings change.

Email / Web Browser Protection
EITS assists in configuring ATP policies to achieve strong email
and web browser security. Office ATP provides advanced
phishing detections, spam protections and allows simulated
exercises. Defender ATP brings cloud-based detections
and advanced EDR protections not available by default
installations.

Incident Response
EITS has you covered 24/7 x 365 with an average onsite
response time of less than 12 hours. Our team of GIAC
Certified Incident Handlers, Threat Intelligence Experts, and
GIAC Certifi ed Forensics Exam-iners rapidly discover and
remediate threats across your enterprise.
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The Skills To Face Any Challenges
EITS invests heavily in time and resources to ensure our cyber security engineers stay up-to-date on all relevant
technologies and best practices so that we can offer unparalleled security expertise.

Security Ninjas

Program Development

Project Management

Top Tier Service Partners
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Voice
(704) 900-8042
Email
info@eits.com
Web
www.eits.com
Mailing Address
525 North Tryon St.
Suite 1600, Charlotte, NC 28202

